1. GROW INSIDE GREENHOUSES
LANT YOUR SEEDS

ce your seeds in the
is® Seed Propagation
dium. An ideal media for
wers using automatic
ders or by hand. Simply
it down and start
ding.

INNOVATE THE WAY WE

grow

.

OASIS GROWER TRAYS
You will need a few of
these trays to place your
Oasis® Grower sheet in
for 2 weeks to germinate
your seed.
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NFT HYGRO PROFILE
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contact Will Gunning
072 476 2419
will@nfthydro.co.za
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yield & production

72:288
NFT system
Push72
grommets
in feed
x NFT
Hygro Nursing Profiles
manifold. Then insert feeder
288 x NFT Hygro Finishing profiles
tubes into Grommets.

Number of finishing plant sites:
Number of nursery plant sites:
Number of propagation plant sites:
Projected harvest numbers per week:

5184
5184
5520
1296

Startup Grower:
13 Crop turns per year (8 week seed to harvest): 1296
Advanced at Growing:
17.33 Crop turns per year (7 week seed to harvest): 1728
Full Production:
26 Crop turns per year (6 week seed to harvest): 2592
Plant Sites: 10,368 Total sites
Production: 2,592 Plants/week (6 week cycle)
The advantage of the NFT Hygro systems is that you can
start with a 2:8 NFT system and then have the flexibility to
scale up exponentially.
For example, a hobby grower may use a 2-8 configuration,
2 x nursing to 8 finishing profiles, a seasoned grower 54256 harvesting (256x18 = 4608) plants each 2-3 weeks
calculating your commercial requirement is a matter of
scaling up.

full production on a

72:288
NFT system
Push grommets in feed
manifold. Then insert feeder
tubes into Grommets.

288 x NFT Hygro
Finishing Profiles

72 x NFT
Hygro Nursing
Profiles

Propagation
Area

grow multi crops
in the same

GREENHOUSE
Push grommets in feed
manifold. Then insert feeder
tubes into Grommets.

As indicted in the greenhouse layout above, with the
NFT Hygro system you have the ability to have smaller
banks of crops within the same greenhouse i.e. 26
nursing with 104 finishing @26 crop harvests (each 2
weeks) holds potential to yield 48672 plants per year.
Note that it’s a 1:4 ratio nursing to finishing profiles, we
generally recommend always seeding +10% at
propagation to fill your nursing requirement at each
move (2-3 weeks).

grow vertical and
horizontal in the same

greenhouse
240 x NFT Hygro
Finishing Profiles

8 x Aponix Vertical
Barrels each with
144 plant sites

Propagation
Area

60 x Nursing profiles

multi configuration

greenhouse
(Outside) Cleaning
Bay
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Area

Multi configuration
of the NFT Hygro
profiles

8 x Aponix Vertical
Barrels each with
144 plant sites

4: x Nursing profiles

control area/
show area

the future of
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